NEW BOOKS IN THE REGULAR PRINT LIBRARY
June 2018
AT PEACE: CHOOSING A GOOD DEATH AFTER A LONG LIFE
Samuel Harrington
616 Ha
“ . . . . authoritative, informative, and reassuring guide on end-of-life care
for our aging population.”
THE FALLEN David Baldacci
Amos Decker, known as the Memory Man, puts his talents towards
solving a string of murders in a Rust Belt town.
HOW TO STOP TIME Matt Haig
“inventive and heartfelt and unusual . . . .made for a good summer read.”
LOVE AND RUIN Paula McLain
The author returns to the subject of Ernest Hemingway in this novel about
his passionate, stormy marriage to Martha Gellhorn who would become one
of the greatest war correspondents of the World War II.
THE SECRETS OF BASTIDE BLANCHE M L Longworth
(M)
The newest Verlaque and Bonnet mystery set in Provence involving a
grand estate and a retiring famous author who buys the estate.
SOMETHING ONDERFUL: Todd Purdum
792 Pu
A revelatory portrait of the creative partnership of Rodger and
Hammerstein that transformed musical theatre.
WHY WE SLEEP Matthew Walker, PhD (Gift)
612.8 Wa
“. . . . a ground breaking exploration of sleep, explaining how we can
harness its transformative power to change our lives for the better.”
YOU ME EVERYTHING Catherine Isaac
Hoping her ex will bond with their 10 year old son, Jess arranges a
vacation near the hotel in the French countryside where her ex runs a
beautiful hotel.

May 2018
BEHEMOTH: Joshua Freeman
A History of the Factory and the Making of the Modern World

330.9 Fr

TO DIE BUT ONCE Jacqueline Winspear
Mystery
“Maisie Dobbs’ . . . . search for a disappeared young man working on a
government contract takes her deep into London’s WWII underworld.”
FIRST LADIES OF THE REPUBLIC Jeanne E. Abrams
973 Ab
Martha Washington, Abigail Adams, Dolley Madison, and the Creation of
an Iconic American Role
THE GATE KEEPER Charles Todd
Mystery
“On a deserted road late at night, Scotland Yard’s Ian Rutledge encounters
a frightened woman standing over a body, launching an inquiry that leads
him into the dangerous recesses of his own memories even as he hunts a
killer.”
THE GIRLS IN THE PICTURE Melanie Benjamin (Gift)
“. . . . a brilliantly imagined novel of the close friendship and creative
partnership between screenwriter Frances Marion and actress Mary Pickford
...”
LEONARDO DA VINCI Walter saacson
(Gift)
920 Da
“A biography of the Italian Renaissance polymath that connects his work
in various disciplines.”
PACHINKO Min Jin Lee
“In the early 20th century a Korean fisherman’s daughter has a wealthy
stranger’s child and marries a pastor and moves to Japan.”
THE TEMPTATION OF FORGIVENESS Donna Leon Mystery
“. . . . involves an accident that takes Commissario Guido Brunetti down
several investigative paths, that as usual, are not as straightforward as they
could have been.”

